
First Round 
Controversy; 
New Zealand 
or Columbia 
Top of Tables
The 2014 COE World Cup tournament 
kicked off Monday night, and it was 
not short on intensity, excitement, or 
controversy.  The final tables showed 
the “All Blacks” of New Zealand, led 
by Coach Wayne, of Wales, leading 
Mexican Coach Paulo’s side Columbia.  
However, Columbia promptly filed a 
protest which is under investigation 
from FIFA on how points were tallied.

HOLLAND & ARGENTINA ATOP 
STANDINGS IN POOL B
The younger COE division found a 
tight race after what appeared to be 
early dominance by Holland.  
Argentina led by Coach Ryan 
marched to level the Dutch in a 
dramatic come-back win in the final 
match of the night, while USA and 
Germany both silently stayed within 
shouting distance of the leaders. 

continued Wednesday......

Brian from Holland may be on the 
transfer market Tuesday.  Some 
FIFA officials belived that Coach Mo 
may have overspent the FIFA 
allowable limit on players.  USA laid 
claims that a goal they scored 
should have been allowed, while 
Drew issued a complaint that a New 
Zealand goal was offside.  FIFA had 

many decisions to contemplate 
after just the first round of 
competition. But ODDS makers 
were ready with a couple of odds to 
complement the first round:         
8:1 Argentina wins the Cup;          
2:1 most players think Coach 
Wayne is English; 2:1 Coach Griff 
leads tourney in turnovers

Drama Unfolds; Odds Makers 

Holland was left scratching their heads after 
they saw a 3 game unbeaten streak come 
screeching to a halt when Coach Ryan’s 
Argentina side put in 2 goals in a 30-second 
span.  The Dutch Coach Mo seemed unworried. 

Coach Paulo of Columbia has a history of 
“UN” fair play in the COE World Cup.  FIFA 
investigating this photo to find out if this is 
Paulo helping a teammate, or hampering an 
opponent. 

COACH BEN OF SLAVAKIA TRIED TO 
NICKNAME HIS SIDE THE “FASTVAKIA”.  
HOWEVER 4 POINTS IN 3 GAMES WAS 
ANYTHING BUT A “FAST” START.  
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